Abstract. In the production of concrete structures widespread shaking tables of various designs. The effectiveness of vibroforming concrete items largely depends on the choice of rational modes of vibroeffect to the compacting mixture. The article discusses the propagation of a wave packet in the concrete mixture under shock and vibration molding. Studies have shown that the spectrum of a wave packet contains a large number of harmonics. The main parameter influencing the amplitude-frequency spectrum is the stiffness of elastic gaskets between mold and forming machine vibrating table. By varying the stiffness of the elastic gaskets can widely change the spectrum of the oscillations propagating in the concrete mix. Thus, it is possible to adjust the intensity of the process of vibroforming.
The theory and practice of vibratory compaction of concrete mixtures are still relevant in the production of concrete items and structures [1] [2] [3] . The main tasks in easel forming concrete items are the choice of effective modes of vibration effects and rational parameters of the shaking tables.
Unfortunately, when using standard molding conditions of existing construction vibrating equipment does not meet modern requirements. This is due to their large resource consumption over the low quality of manufactured concrete items, low operational reliability, as well as the excess of admissible norms of noise and vibration [4, 5] .
To compact firm concrete mix B. V. Gusev [6] developed the theoretical foundations of shock and vibration technology. Staff members of his school were created and installed equipment for implementing low-frequency modes forming concrete items [1, 7] . In other works [8, 9] , as effective modes of compaction of firm mixes it is proposed to use the socalled asymmetrical shock-free oscillations. The advantage of applying these oscillations is the absence of oscillating vibrotable with the balancing frame.
In articles [10, 11] described optimization of parameters of shock and vibration shaking tables for efficient modes of forming concrete items of firm concrete.
It is interest to consider the process of propagation of a wave packet in concrete mix under shock and vibration effects on the mold and explore a range of pulses, which propagate in the mixture.
The mold with concrete mixture is placed on the shaking table through the elastic element -the gasket. Under the influence of the vibrotable to the mold, they continue to move towards each other. With deformed gasket, the area of contact increases and the repulsive force from the mold of the vibrotable increases. Under the action of this force the relative speed between the mold and the working body decreases to zero. Then the elastic force to return mold and a working body of the shaking table in the original dynamic position.
In the absence of the gasket, the role of the elastic element performs the material from which made the working body.
Consider the effects that occur when oncoming traffic the mold and working body of the shaking table. Thus we investigate the pulse shape, its spectrum and duration of the process of collision.
It is known [12] that the magnitude of deformation of the elastic element (gasket or material of vibrotable) depends on the compressive strength and stiffness of the gasket.
The duration of impact can be determined by the formula:
where Р 0 compressive force that occurs between the mold and the working body with elastic contact, δ the maximum distance (amplitude of oscillations) the mold from of in the process of their mutual motion, m; с the stiffness of the elastic element between the mold and the vibrotable, N•m 1 ; M the reduced mass of the system "working body -mold with a mixture" determined by the formula:
where M 1 is the mass of the working body, kg; M 2 -mass of the mold with concrete mix, kg.
From (1) shows that τ little depends by gap size δ and strength Р 0 . Basically, this value is determined by the weight of the mold with concrete mix and the working body and the stiffness of the intermediate elastic element.
The force exerted at the moment of contact mold with a work body of the shaking table increases according to the following law [10] :
where ΔT the moment of maximum convergence of the vibrotable and the mold with concrete mix:
The convergence y(t) of the mold with the working body undur elastic contact:
It is known [13] that the spectrum of some almost periodic functions y(t) is determined by the formula:
Substituting (4) into (5) and made the necessary computing, we obtain the dependence for calculating the amplitude-frequency spectrum:
where y a deflection value of the element for elastic collision the mold with vibrotable, m; ω i the i -th harmonic component of the spectrum, s 1 . According to the formula (6) carried out calculations of the spectral distribution of the vibration amplitudes of the mold for forming concrete items with a length of 5 m, width 2 m and height 0.5 m of moderately firm concrete mix [10] . The calculated density (ρ) of the concrete mix is 2400 kg/m3, the scope of working body is 1.5 mm, the main oscillation frequency of 12.5 Hz. The calculation results are presented in table. 1.
As can be seen from table 1, the spectrum of a wave packet under shock and vibration effect to the mold with the concrete mixture contains a large number of harmonics. The scatter of amplitudes of individual harmonics is large enough.
When forming concrete items on the shaking table is often occur uneven distribution of oscillation amplitudes along the surface of the vibrotable and impacts the mold on the frame of the table.
Studies of the movement of the mold under its free installation on the vibrotable of shaking table was carried out in [10] . It was shown that the spectrum propagating in a concrete mix of frequencies is wider than the periodic fluctuations the mold, which is rigidly attached to the shaking table. Multicomponent oscillations of the mold under its free installation on vibrotable generate in concrete mixture wide and almost continuous range of frequencies.
To determine the optimal parameters of the effects from working body of the forming machine on the system "mold concrete mixture", let us analyze the formula (6). After appropriate transformations, it can be represented as follows: (10) Assessing the contribution of individual components and after some simplifications, the expression (6) can be written as: (13) In the transition from one spectral component to another (ω i.. -ω it1 = ω t ) amplitudes of them will be maximum if: (14) After transformation the expression (9) A 2 can be represented as follows:
where 0 ω с М -natural frequency oscillation on an elastic element.
Substituting the expression (15) into (14) we get:
In table 2 table 2 . it follows that the stiffness of elastic contact between the mold with concrete and vibrotable significantly affects the range of vibrations which are transmitted to the concrete mixture.
For confirmation of theoretical results were carried out experimental studies of the spectrum of a wave packet in a concrete mixture using the method of holographic interferometry [10, 14] . In the experiments we changed the elasticity of the contact, the amplitude of oscillations of the working body, the ratio of the mold mass with the concrete mixture and of the vibrotable and the frequency of the vibrodrive, which was varied in the range of 12.5...350 Hz. As elastic elements were used materials with a hardness in the range of 0.7•10 7 to 1.66•10 11 N/m. The research program included the determination of the frequency and amplitude of the harmonic components of a wave packet spectrum and the effective acceleration of the particles of the mixture, calculated according to the formula:
where a and n are the amplitude and number of harmonics is taken. Some results of experiments are presented in Fig. Analysis of the research results showed that the amplitude-frequency spectrum of oscillations propagating in the concrete mix is changed according to a complicated law. For large stiffnesses of the contact between the mold and the working body of the forming machine, the distribution of amplitudes of harmonics can be seen clearly. The analysis of expression (7) shows that at large stiffnesses, high frequency harmonics, defined Cosω i , change little Under elastic contact the mold with vibrjtable through the rubber gasket with less hardness, spectra of the pulse at impact have a more complex distribution close to the law (CosX)/X. It has been the practical extinction of some harmonic components with increase in the amplitude of the others. Thus arise opportunities to manage spectrum by replacing one elastic gasket to another, or to use elements with adjustable stiffness [10, 15] .
Thus, when we use the elastic gaskets with nonlinear characteristics in the system "working body -the elastic element -the mold with concrete mix" are prerequisites for substantial expansion of the spectrum generated frequencies in a mixture. Look at it from an energy point of view. The processes of vibration compaction of the concrete mix will flow more intensely when exposed to a formable mixture of a wide range of pulses.
Moreover, the spectrum of the pulses should contain a large number of components, which carry high energy (above threshold).
As shown in [3, 10] , for estimating the spectrum of a wave packet in the concrete mix can be successfully use such a parameter as the acceleration.
Theoretical and experimental studies have a good agreement with the results of works on creation of shaking table with controlled elastic elements [10, 15] and shaking table with a freely mounted the mold on the vibrotable [16, 17] .
